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Sage 100 Contractor
Empowering Roles for Construction and General Contractor Success
Welcome to Sage 100 Contractor, where every role plays an essential part
in making sure your construction and service management business
thrives. Discover how our integrated solution enhances the workflow for
each key role: 
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Gain unparalleled visibility into your
organization with Sage 100 Contractor and
eliminate delays or profitability concerns.
Access progress reports that include up-to-date
cost information and job profitability insights.
Make smart decisions with the right
information so you can navigate your business
towards financial health.

Benefit Summary: 
 

Comprehensive Insights: Access to real-
time information across all facets of your
construction business. 
Informed Decision-Making: Prompt
decision-making based on up-to-date data. 
Profit Visibility: Clear view of job costs,
profitability, and cash flow. 
Efficient Management: Streamlined
monitoring of your construction business
performance. 
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Sage 100 Contractor simplifies financial
supervision by providing real-time progress
reports, earned revenue statements and alerts
that enable him to make informed decisions
and avoid potential pitfalls. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Integrated Financial
Management: Streamlined integration of
office and field activities. 
Timely Access: Instant access to up-to-date
financial information. 
Risk Reduction: Proactive risk mitigation
through automated reports and alerts. 
Efficient Processes: Reduction in manual
tracking efforts. 
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The bookkeeper makes an effortless transition
with Sage 100 Contractor. Accurate entries,
automated reconciliation, and intuitive
navigation give to boost confidence when
producing financial reports and complying with
compliance. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Seamless Transition: Smooth transition to
Sage 100 Contractor with expert support. 
Confident Bookkeeping: Full confidence in
accurate financial reporting and records.
Efficient Reporting: Streamlined reporting
processes, reducing manual efforts. 
Timely Support: Access to timely support
from Sage experts. 
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Sage 100 estimating empowers to produce
accurate estimates quickly, streamline job
costing processes, and increase bidding
accuracy. Integrating project management
details into calculations ensures less work,
better information, and increased profits. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Efficiency: Swift and precise estimating
with Sage Estimating. 
Integration: Seamless connection of
estimating details with project
management. 
Time Savings: Reduced time spent on
manual reconciliation and data transfer. 
Accuracy: Ensured accuracy in costs
backed by a robust cost database. 
Profitability: Improved profitability through
precise estimates and cost tracking. 
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The project manager gains real-time insights
using Sage 100 Contractor. Timely job progress
reports, email alerts and instant access to
financial health provide him with real-time
visibility into project progress, issue resolution
and profitability. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Real-Time Information: Access to real-time
project information for informed decisions. 
Control Over Projects: Enhanced control
over project progress and outcomes. 
Proactive Alerts: Automated alerts for
timely responses and proactive
management. 
Collaborative Team: Ensure your entire
team is updated with the latest relevant
data. 
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Sage 100 Contractor Service Management to
streamline service operations and increase
customer satisfaction and cash flow. Efficient
dispatching, accurate billing, and simplified
inventory management increase customer
satisfaction and cash flow. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Efficient Dispatching: Streamlined
scheduling and dispatching for service
orders. 
Inventory Management: Simplified
inventory tracking and ordering processes. 
Improved Service Quality: Enhanced
service quality through efficient operations. 
Real-Time Communication: Streamlined
communication for efficient service
delivery. 
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Technician uses Sage 100 Contractor Service
Management mobile app to stay connected on-
the-job site with real-time job updates, work
order details and inventory processes that
ensure a streamlined field experience. 

Benefit Summary: 
 

Connected Field Operations: Seamless
communication for efficient field
operations. 
Real-Time Updates: Instant updates on
schedule changes and new assignments. 
Efficient Purchase Orders: Streamlined
purchase order processes for quick
acquisitions. 
Inventory Management: Real-time inventory
updates for efficient stock control. 



BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
TODAY
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Explore Sage 100 Contractor and
Transform Your Construction and

Service Management Business
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